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Describe the following features of the given parabolas: x-intercepts, y-intercept, vertex, axis of symmetry 

1. 2.  
 
x-intercepts: ______________ x-intercepts: ______________ 
 
y-intercept:________________ y-intercept:________________ 
 
Vertex:_______ AOS:_______ Vertex:_______ AOS:_______  
 

 
Match the parabola with the correct equation in vertex form. Explain how you know. 

3.  4.  5.  

Matches Equation ______ 
Because… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Matches Equation ______ 
Because… 

Matches Equation ______ 
Because… 

Equation A:  x )y =  − ( + 2 2 − 1 Equation C:  (x 2) 2y =  2
1 +  2 +   

Equation B:  x 2)  2y =  − ( −  2 +  Equation D: 2(x 1)  2y =  +  2 −   



Match the parabola with the correct equation in intercept form. Explain how you know. 
6.

 

7. 

 8.  

Matches Equation ______ 
Because… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Matches Equation ______ 
Because… 

Matches Equation ______ 
Because… 

Equation P:  (x 2)(x 3)y =  2
1 −  −  Equation R:  x 2)y =  − ( +  2  

Equation Q:  x 2)(x 2)y =  − ( −  +  Equation S:  (x 2)(x 3)y =  2
1 +  +   

 
Answer the questions about the given situations: Explain how you know. 
6. Dr. Amaro threw a water balloon off the roof of the MPR. The path of the 
balloon can be modeled by the equation  where x is(x) (x ) 8f =  − 2

1 − 4 2 + 1  
seconds after he throws the balloon and f(x) is height in feet.  

a. What’s the highest point that the water balloon reaches?  
 
 
 

b. How long does it take for the water balloon to reach the highest point? 
 
 
 

c. How long does it take for the balloon to hit the ground? 
 
 
 
7. A penguin dives into a swimming pool. Her path can be modeled by the equation ,(x) (x )(x 3)g =  − 1 −   
where x is seconds after she jumps and g(x) is feet under water.  

a. How many seconds does it take for the penguin to enter the water? 
 
 
 

b. How many seconds does it take for the penguin to resurface?  
 
 
 

c. When does the penguin reach her lowest point? How low does she 
swim?  
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For the quadratic equation below, answer the following questions. 
  !! − #! + % = ' 
 

1. Which method are you using to solve? 

A)  !"#$%&	())*+   B)  ,$-*)%./0	&		2&%)	3%)4#-*   

C)  5)678&*./0	*ℎ&	!"#$%&  D) :#$4$%*.-	,)%6#8$  
 

2.  What are the solutions or values of x? 

A)  ; = !
"  B)  ; = − !

"  C)  ; = 0   D)  ; = 1  

E)  ; = −1  F)  ; = 2  G)  ; = −2  H)  A)	(&$8	!)8#*.)/+  
 

 
For the quadratic equation below, answer the following questions. 
  (!! − ) = ## 
 

3. Which method are you using to solve? 

A)  !"#$%&	())*+   B)  ,$-*)%./0	&	2&%)	3%)4#-*   

C)  5)678&*./0	*ℎ&	!"#$%&  D) :#$4$%*.-	,)%6#8$  
 

4. What are the solutions or values of x? 

A)  ; = !
#  B)  ; = − !

#  C)  ; = 0   D)  ; = 1  

E)  ; = −1  F)  ; = 3  G)  ; = −3  H)  A)	(&$8	!)8#*.)/+  
 

 
 
For the quadratic equation below, answer the following questions. 
  #!! − *! + ( = ' 
 

5. Which method are you using to solve? 

A)  !"#$%&	())*+   B)  ,$-*)%./0	&	2&%)	3%)4#-*   

C)  5)678&*./0	*ℎ&	!"#$%&  D) :#$4$%*.-	,)%6#8$  

 
6. What are the solutions or values of x? 

A)  ; = "
#  B)  ; = − "

#  C)  ; = #
"   D)  ; = 1  

E)  ; = −1  F)  ; = 3  G)  ; = −3  H)  A)	(&$8	!)8#*.)/+  
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7. A skier leaves the ground with an upward initial 

velocity of 24 feet per second.   

The function ℎ = −16*" + 24*  represents the height 
h (in feet) of the skier in t seconds. The height of the 

skier at landing would be 0 feet.  How long was the 

skier in the air? 
 
 

A)  1.0	+&-  B)  1.5	+&-   

C)  2.0	+&-  D) 2	.5	+&-   

E)  3.0	+&-  F)  3.5	+&-   

G)   4.0	+&-  H)  ) 8.0	+&- 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Please be honest in answering the next questions. You earn the same points no matter the 
answer.  

 
8. I did the assessment  

A)   By myself w/o any help or notes from anyone.  

B)   Using notes, but no one helped me. 
C)   I did most problems by myself 

D)   I needed help solving the quadratic.  

E)   I did my best, but I did NOT want to ask anyone to help.  
F)   I did my best, but no one was available to help me. 
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